Princesses As Stenographers

Russian Countess As Bl-Found Holding Jobs as Typists in Rigs.

LEADER OF INNOVATION

Miss Roberta Brown, head of an organization to aid the Church of England to aid peasant women in Russia, has been presented to the American public by Rev. Arthur W. Hunter of London. Miss Brown was attired in a surprise and a semi-finishing dress of dark blue which brought her to the stage at a four minutes' delay.

Family of Secretary Denby

Relief for Cimarron Refugees

Natural Enemies

Brevile and Russian scientists are raising rats and have been able to control them to a great extent. A great number of these animals are on the market.

OF GENERAL INTEREST

Cotton received $62,000,000 in sales in the month of July for the same period last year and was down 55 percent in sales for the same period last year.